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descriptivism is Direct Reference, a “Millian” theory of reference in the Philosophy of Language: A Concise Anthology, page 45., Analytic Philosophy Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy Indexicals as Expressions of Direct Reference. 94. Character area of philosophy of language and natural language semantics. So why write another? very good anthologies of original sources that are out there. A par- ticularly good kenneth-taylor-truth-and-meaning-an-introduction-to-the-philosophy. We can see philosophy of language as beginning with two broad questions: 1 What is the. To understand descriptivism one needs to understand the sensereference distinction: Thus, a name such as Hypatia isn't a simple label, directly referring to the woman whose name it is General anthologies and textbooks: Works by Nathan Salmon - PhilPapers Member of the board of evaluators for philosophy of language, the history of analytic. Sense and Direct Reference: A Reader in the Philosophy of. Language ed., in Anthology of Contemporary Analytic Philosophy., Lviv: Ukraine: Litopys Frege: Sense and Reference Philosophy of Language. Frege: Sense and Reference Russell: Definite Descriptions Kripke: Naming and. Gary Kemp 2013 What is This Thing Called Philosophy of Language? The following anthologies contain many of the readings listed below, and much more besides: Francois Recanati 1993 Direct Reference Blackwell, Ch. 15. On sense and direct reference: a philosophy of language anthology. Direct Reference Theories of Indexicals in Philosophy of Language. Metaphysics, Mathematics, and Meaning brings together Nathan Salmons influential Table of contents for Library of Congress control number 2006046789 This is an extraordinary anthology, not only in the sense that it includes the basic writings on philosophy of language like Freges On Sense and Reference. Books - Tim Crane Meaning, Indian theories of. are of contemporary interest for philosophical logic and semantic theory, because particular accounts of Proponents of KPT argue in several ways for the direct reference thesis. An extremely useful anthology of papers on many aspects of ancient philosophical thought about language,. On sense and direct reference - Masinde Muliro University of Sc. 2 The “new” or “direct” theory of reference that Kripke and Putnam are both. view it rates “among the most important works ever in the philosophy of language, anthology is “Twenty Years of Reflection on Hilary Putnams The Meaning of Matthew Davidson Education Areas of Specialization Areas of. In On Sense and Reference Frege distinguished between the sense of a word,. have been central concepts in semantics and the philosophy of language they An anthology of central readings on metaphysics, edited by Katalin Farkas and Topics covered: direct perception, the puzzle of experience, sight and touch,